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1. INTRODUCTION
A linear code is called divisible if the weights of its codewords have a
common divisor larger than 1. When the divisor 2 is relatively prime to the
alphabet size, the code is equivalent to a 2-fold replicated code, with
perhaps some additional 0-coordinates [14, Theorem 1]. Thus if the length
of the code is n, the dimension of the code is at most n2. The divisible
code bound encompasses the circumstance that the characteristic of the
alphabet divides 2.
Let the alphabet for codes be GF(q), where q is a power of the prime p.
For an integer x, let the p-adic valuation v(x) be the exponent of the
highest power of p that divides x, taking v(0)=. The divisible code bound
states that if C is a linear code over GF(q) whose nonzero codeword
weights are among the m multiples (b&m+1) 2, ..., b2 of the divisor 2,
then the dimension k of C satisfies
kv(q)m(v(2)+v(q))+v \\ bm++ .
This bound was proved in [15] by a character-theoretic argument that has
had other applications [17]. That proof was motivated by the techniques
in [14], which helped to isolate the required number-theoretic considera-
tions. The purpose of the present paper is to give a more direct derivation
of the bound in which the number theory has been relegated to divisibility
properties of Stirling numbers. Even though the divisible code bound can
be disappointingly weak, it still has several interesting applications.
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2. THE SUBCODE SUM
Following standard notation, we refer to a linear code over GF(q) of
dimension k and length n as an [n, k]q code. If its minimum distance is at
least d, the code is an [n, k, d]q code. Let C be an [n, k]q code and let the
index set of its coordinate functionals *i be I=[1, ..., n]. For a subset J
of I, let C(0  J) be the subcode consisting of the words c of C for which
*j (c)=0, j # J. The support supp(c) of a word c is the set of indices i for
which *i (c){0, and the weight w(c) is |supp(c)|. The support of a code C
is supp(C)=c # C supp(c).
Every polynomial f (x) can be written uniquely as a linear combination
of the binomial coefficient polynomials ( xj ), giving the Newton expansion of
f (x) [6, Sect. 23]. This expansion will be used repeatedly in what follows.
The cited book [6] by Jordan is also our reference for properties of
Stirling numbers. We write S1(n, m) for Jordan’s Stirling number S mn of the
first kind, and S2(n, m) for the Stirling number Smn of the second kind.
Proposition 2.1. Let z(x) be any polynomial that vanishes at the nonzero
codeword weights of the [n, k]q code C. Let i z$i(
x
i ) be the Newton expansion
of z(n&x). Then we have the subcode sum
z(0)= :
JI
|C(0  J)| z$|J | . (1)
Proof. Let Aw be the number of words of weight w in C. Each such
word appears in ( n&wj ) of the codes C(0  J) for which |J |= j. It follows
that
:
|J | = j
|C(0  J)|=:
w
Aw \n&wj + . (2)
Then
:
JI
|C(0  J)| z$|J |=:
j {:w Aw \
n&w
j += z$j
=:
w
Aw {:j \
n&w
j + z$j=
=:
w
Aw z(w).
But z(w)=0 for the indices w>0 for which Aw {0, and as A0=1, the last
sum is simply z(0). K
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The right side of (2) appears in one set of MacWilliams identities. Because
we are so close to them, we give a proof of the MacWilliams identities using
(2) that is similar to the proofs in [4; 9, Sect. 8.2]. Set J$=I"J and let D | J
stand for the projection of code D onto J (obtained by deleting the coordinates
with indices in J$ from the codewords of D).
Lemma 2.1. Let C be an [n, k]q code and let C= be its dual. Let J be
a subset of I with |J |= j. Then
|C(0  J)|=qk& j |C =(0  J$)|. (3)
Proof. As is easy to show [9, Chap. 8, Lemma 1],
(C | J)==C=(0  J$) | J. (4)
The kernel of the projection of C onto C | J is C(0  J). Thus
dim(C | J )=k&dim C(0  J),
and
dim(C | J)== j&k+dim C(0  J).
Hence
j&k+dim C(0  J)=dim(C=(0  J$) | J )=dim C=(0  J$);
that is,
dim C(0  J)=k& j+dim C=(0  J$).
Therefore,
|C(0  J)|=qk& j |C=(0  J$)|. K
From (2) and (3),
:
w
Aw \n&wj += :|J | = j |C(0  J)|= :|J$| =n& j q
k& j |C =(0  J$)|.
If Bw denotes the number of words of weight w in C=, as usual, then the right
side of this equation is qk& j w Bw( n&wn& j ), exactly as for (2). Consequently
:
w
Aw \n&wj +=qk& j :w Bw \
n&w
n& j + ,
which is the MacWilliams identity for index j.
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3. FIRST APPLICATIONS OF THE SUBCODE SUM
Although the subcode sum (1) is elementary, it encapsulates useful infor-
mation. For example, suppose C is an [n, k, d]q code. Then the possible
nonzero codeword weights w are in the range dwn. If z(x)=( n&xn&d+1),
then z(x) vanishes at the nonzero weights of C. We have z(n&x)=( xn&d+1),
so that z$n&d+1=1 and z$i=0 for i{n&d+1; moreover, z(0)=(
n
n&d+1)=
( nd&1). The subcode sum then becomes
\ nd&1+= :|J |=n&d+1 |C(0  J)|.
Since the number of terms on the right is ( nd&1) and each is at least 1, the
terms must all be 1. Now |C(0  J)|qk&|J | in general, the excess being
given by (3). Thus 0k&(n&d+1), which is the Singleton bound. More-
over, (3) implies that for |J |=n&d+1, |C =(0  J$)|=qn&d+1&k. Then
by (4), |(C | J)=|=qn&d+1&k and |(C | J)|=qk. It follows that there is a
subset of k independent coordinates with indices in J [9, Theorem 15].
Proposition 3.1. Let C be an [n, k]q code, and suppose that the number
m of distinct nonzero weights w1 , ..., wm of the codewords of C is less than
the minimum weight of C=. Then if z(x)=> l (wl&x),
z(0)=‘
l
wl=qk&n :
i \
n
i+ (q&1) i z(i).
Proof. This equation is the q-ary analogue of an equation in [8, Chap. 6,
Theorem 10]. Because z(x) has degree m, z$j=0 for j>m in the subcode sum.
If J is a subset of coordinate indices with |J |= jm, then no nonzero member
of C= is supported on J. Thus |C=(0  J$)|=1, and (3) implies that
|C(0  J)|=qk& j. The subcode sum then reads
z(0)=:
j \
n
j+ qk& jz$j .
By [6, Sect. 65],
z$j=:
i
(&1) i+ j \ ji+ z$(i),
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where z$(x)=z(n&x), and we have
z(0)=:
i {:j q
k& j (&1) i+ j \nj +\
j
i+= z$(i)
=:
i {:j q
k& j (&1) i+ j \ni +\
n&i
n& j+= z$(i)
=qk&n :
i \
n
i+{:j q
n& j (&1) j&i \n&in& j+= z$(i)
=qk&n :
i \
n
i+ (q&1)n&i z$(i).
Changing i to n&i, we obtain
z(0)=qk&n :
i \
n
i + (q&1) i z(i). K
When m=1, C is a constant weight code. In that case, the hypothesis of
Proposition 3.1 holds if we assume no coordinate is identically 0 on C. If
w is the common codeword weight, we have z(x)=w&x, and the equation
of the proposition simplifies to
w(qk&1)=nqk&1(q&1). (5)
It follows that w=rqk&1 for some r. This observation (which also comes
from a MacWilliams identity) is the basis for the proof in [16] of the
theorem of Bonisoli [3] characterizing constant weight linear codes as
replicated simplex codes (Hamming duals), r being the replicating factor.
4. PRELIMINARY BOUNDS
Let C be an [n, k]q code whose nonzero codeword weights are in the list
w1 , ..., wm , and take z(x)=>l (wl&x). The subcode sum (1) can be written
‘
l
wl=:
j { :|J |= j |C(0  J)|= z$j .
In the interior sum, v( |C(0  J)| )(k& j) v(q), and since z$j=0 if j>m,
we obtain
v \‘l wl+ minj : jm [(k& j) v(q)+v(z$j)].
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Thus
kv(q)v \‘l wl++ maxj : jm [ jv(q)&v(z$j)]. (6)
Lemma 4.1. Let f (x) be a polynomial with Newton expansion f (x)=
i f i ( xi ). Then if f (b&x)=j f $j(
x
j ), the coefficients f $j are given by
f $j=(&1)
j :
i
fi \b& ji& j+ .
Proof. We have
f (b&x)=:
i
f i \b&xi +
=:
i
f i (&1) i \x&b+i&1i +
=:
i
f i (&1) i :
j \
&b+i&1
i& j +\
x
j +
(by the Vandermonde convolution)
=:
i
f i (&1) i :
j
(&1) i& j \b+1&i+i& j&1i& j +\
x
j +
=:
j {(&1)
j :
i
fi \b& ji& j +=\
x
j + . K
Proposition 4.1. Let C be an [n, k]q code whose nonzero codeword
weights are among w1 , ..., wm . Then with z(x)=>l (wl&x)=i zi ( xi ),
kv(q)v \‘l wl++ maxi : im [iv(q)&v(zi)].
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, z$j=(&1)
j  i z i ( n& ji& j ). Thus
v(z$j) min
i : jim
[v(zi )].
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Then by (6),
kv(q)v \‘l wl++ maxj : jm [ jv(q)& mini : jim [v(zi)]]
=v \‘l wl++ maxj : jm [ maxi : jim [ jv(q)&v(zi )]]
v \‘l wl++ maxi : im [iv(q)&v(zi)]. K
The point of this modification of (6) is that n is no longer involved. One
can even remove the reference to the coefficients zi with the following
weaker bound.
Corollary 4.1. As before, let C be an [n, k]q code whose nonzero
codeword weights are among w1 , ..., wm . Then
kv(q)v \‘l wl++ maxi : im [iv(q)&v(i!)].
Proof. Let z(x)=>l(wl&x)=i zi ( xi )= j ajx
j. Then zi=i!  j ajS2( j, i)
[6, Sect. 58]. Since the aj and the Stirling numbers are integers, v(zi)v(i!),
and the inequality follows from Proposition 4.1. K
Notice that as long as m<pq, the maximum in Corollary 4.1 is taken on
at i=m.
Example 4.1. The table of minimal cyclic binary codes in [7] lists a
[273, 12, 120]2 code with weights
120, 132, 140, 144.
The Newton expansion of
z(x)=(120&x)(132&x)(140&x)(144&x)
is
z(x)=24 \x4+&3180 \
x
3++211934 \
x
2+&9471847 \
x
1++319334400.
The powers of 2 in the coefficients are 3, 2, 1, 0, 11, so that
v(120_132_140_144)+max
i : i4
[i&v(zi)]=11+1=12.
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Hence the code meets the bound of Proposition 4.1. The weaker bound of
Corollary 4.1 is 13 (and m= pq). A number of the codes listed in [7] meet
either the divisible code bound or the bound of Proposition 4.1.
5. THE DIVISIBLE CODE BOUND
Theorem 5.1. Let C be an [n, k]q code whose nonzero codeword weights
are among the m consecutive multiples (b&m+1) 2, ..., b2 of the divisor 2.
Then
kv(q)m(v(2)+v(q))+v \\ bm++ .
Proof. In the notation of Proposition 4.1,
z(x)= ‘
m
l=1
((b+1&l ) 2&x)=2mm! \b&x2m + .
The strategy of the proof is to show that the maximum in the inequality of
Proposition 4.1 is taken on at i=m. For if that is true, the inequality
becomes
kv(q)v(z(0))+mv(q)&v(zm)
=mv(2)+v(m!)+v \\ bm+++mv(q)&v((&1)m m!)
=m(v(2)+v(q))+v \\ bm++ ,
as needed.
The first step is to find the Newton expansion for z(x), or in effect, for
( b&x2m ). Lemma 4.1 applied to f (x)=(
x
m) gives the standard formula
\b&xm +=:j (&1)
j \ b& jm& j+\
x
j + .
The replacement of x by x2 requires another lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let g(x)= j gj ( xj ). Then g(ax)= i g$i(
x
i ), where g$i=
 j g jSij (a) and
Sij (a)=:
r
i !
j !
S2(r, i) S1( j, r) ar.
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Proof. By the defining properties of Stirling numbers [6, Sects. 50 and 58],
g(ax)=:
j
gj \axj +
=:
j
gj :
r
S1( j, r)
j !
arxr
=:
j
gj :
r
S1( j, r)
j !
ar :
i
i ! S2(r, i) \xi +
=:
i {:j gj :r
i !
j !
S2(r, i) S1( j, r) ar=\xi + . K
It follows that z(x)= i zi ( xi ), with
zi=2mm! :
j
(&1) j \ b& jm& j+ Sij (2&1).
We need to bound v(zi) from below, and to do that we need bounds on
the valuations of Stirling numbers. These will be based on the inequality
v(x!)(x&1)( p&1), for positive integral x, which follows from the formula
v(x!)=r=1 [xp
r] (due to Legendre) [13, p. 100].
Lemma 5.2. Let S(i, j) be a Stirling number of either kind. Then
v(S(i, j))v(i!)&v( j!)+
j&i
p&1
.
Proof. We may assume that j>0, since the inequality is correct when
j=0: S(0, 0)=1 and S(i, 0)=0 for i>0. From [6, Sects. 51 and 60] we
have these two elegant formulas (which can be obtained either from the
generating function equations for the Stirling numbers or from combinatorial
considerations),
S1(i, j)=(&1) i& j
i !
j !
:
1
r1 } } } rj
and
S2(i, j)=
i !
j !
:
1
r1 ! } } } rj !
,
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the sums running over the partitions r1+ } } } +rj of i into j nonzero parts.
By the inequality for factorials,
v(r1 ! } } } rj !)
(r1&1)+ } } } +(rj&1)
p&1
=
i& j
p&1
.
Thus the valuation of each term in the sum for S2(i, j) is at least ( j&i)
( p&1), and the proposed inequality follows. As v(r)v(r!), the inequality
is correct for S1(i, j) as well. K
Applied to the r th term in the sum for Sij (2&1), this lemma gives
v \ i !j ! S2(r, i) S1( j, r) 2&r+v(i!)&v( j!)+v(r!)&v(i!)+
i&r
p&1
+v( j!)&v(r!)+
r& j
p&1
&rv(2)
=
i& j
p&1
&rv(2).
Thus v(Sij (2&1))(i& j)( p&1)&iv(2), since jri. As jm in the
terms for zi , we have
v(zi)mv(2)+v(m!)+
i&m
p&1
&iv(2).
Then
iv(q)&v(zi)i \v(q)+v(2)& 1p&1++
m
p&1
&v(m!)&mv(2).
Since the coefficient of i on the right is nonnegative, the right side is at
most the value at i=m:
iv(q)&v(zi)mv(q)&v(m!).
As intimated at the beginning of the proof, the right side here is indeed
mv(q)&v(zm). This identification establishes the bound of Theorem 5.1. K
6. DIVISIBLE CODES WITH BOUNDED DIMENSION
Let an [n, k]q code have its nonzero codeword weights among the
multiples 2, 22, ..., m2 of the divisor 2. Then in the divisible code bound,
b=m and ( bm)=1. Thus the bound reads
kv(q)m(v(q)+v(2)). (7)
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(We shall consider the case of equality in this bound in the next section.)
Since mn2, the parameters of every [n, k]q code divisible by 2 satisfy
kv(q)
n
2
(v(q)+v(2)). (8)
Proposition 6.1. For a given constant D>1, consider [n, k]q codes
divisible by 2 for which knD. Under that restriction on k, the divisor 2
is limited to a finite number of possibilities. Moreover, if 2>D, then q is also
bounded.
Proof. With the stated restriction on k, inequality (8) implies that
D&1\1+v(2)v(q)+ 2&1. (9)
We have
\1+v(2)v(q)+ 2&1(1+log2 2) 2&1,
and as lim2  (1+log2 2) 2&1=0, there are only finitely many values of
2 for which inequality (9) holds. If 2D, (9) holds with no restriction on
q, but if 2>D, then q is bounded. K
When D<2 the only such codes in the proposition are binary codes with
2=2 [16, Lemma 6]. With no further restrictions, these are simply sub-
codes of the [n, n&1]2 even code. The first interesting value is D=2, and
here the only parameter sets with 2>2 satisfying (9) are
2=3: q=3, 9
2=4: q=2, 4
2=8: q=2.
Equality holds in (9), and therefore in (7) and (8), in the three cases 2=3,
q=9; 2=4, q=4; and 2=8, q=2. In particular, n=m2; hence a code
with one of these sets of parameter values is an [m2, m22]q code for some
m. But such a code once shortened would be an [m2&1, m22&1]q code
with weights in the range 2, 22, ..., (m&1) 2. The divisible code bound
applied to this shortening gives
m22&1(m&1)(1+v(2)v(q))=(m&1) 22,
and produces the contradiction 22. Thus we have
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Proposition 6.2. Let an [n, k]q code have kn2 and be divisible by 2,
where 2>1. Then the possibilities for 2 and q are
2=2: q arbitrary
2=3: q=3
2=4: q=2.
With k=n2, this result is part of the divisible code version of the
GleasonPierce theorem (see [14, 16]; and see [1, 12] for the original
GleasonPierce theorem). The rest of the conclusion of the divisible version
is that when 2=2, then either q is 2 or 4, or the code is equivalent to the
2-fold replication of GF(q)m for some m.
7. DIRECT SUMS
If C1 and C2 are two subcodes of a code C for which C=C1+C2 and
supp(C1) & supp(C2)=<, then C is called the direct sum of C1 and C2
(and the subcodes are called direct summands of C). In his thesis [2],
Boner investigated divisible codes with the property that whenever they
appear as subcodes of codes with the same divisor, they are direct sum-
mands. The following proposition is a mild generalization of [2, Theorem
6.8]. Given q, suppose 2=rqe, where q does not divide r. Let C(2) be the
r-fold replication of the simplex code of dimension e+1; the parameters of
C(2) are [r(qe+1&1)(q&1), e+1, 2]q . The code C(2) is a constant
weight code, of course. If C is any constant weight code over GF(q) whose
words have weight 2, then by the divisible code bound, dim(C)
(e+1)+v(r)v(q). Thus dim(C)e+1, and C(2) has the largest possible
dimension for such a code.
Proposition 7.1. Let q>2 and let C be a code over GF(q) that is
divisible by 2. Suppose that C contains a subcode D for which D | supp(D)
is equivalent to C(2). Then D is a direct summand of C.
Proof. Let J=supp(D). The required complementary direct summand
must be C(0  J), and to prove the proposition, we need to show that if
a # C, then the projection a | J of a on J is in D. Assuming this is not so for
some a, take such an a for which w(a) is minimal. Given c in D and
: # GF(q), let f: be the number of coordinates *i with *i (c){0 and * i (a)=
:*i (c). Then by [14, Lemma 1], the f: are all congruent modulo 2, and
: # GF(q) f:=2. It follows that either one f: is 2 and the rest are all 0, or
all the f: are 2q. If f:=2 and :{0, then w(a&:c)=w(a)&2. As
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(a&:c) | J  D, the minimality of w(a) would be contradicted. Thus when
one f: is 2, it must be that f0=2, and supp(a) & supp(c)=<. When all f:
are 2q, then |supp(a) & supp(c)|=(q&1) 2q.
Let D0=[c # D | supp(a) & supp(c)=<], with dim D0=l; then l<e+1.
The code D0 is also a constant weight code, and as 2=rqe, Eq. (5) implies
that
|supp(D0)|=rqe&l+1
ql&1
q&1
.
Set w=w(a | J) and count the pairs (c, j) for which c # D, j # J, and both
*j (a) and *j (c) are nonzero. Counting first by coordinates in supp(a | J)
and then by words c (which must, in fact, be in D"D0), we obtain
w(qe+1&qe)=(qe+1&ql )(q&1) 2q,
so that
w=r(qe&ql&1).
Since q does not divide r, l{0. On the other hand,
w|J |&|supp(D0)|
=r
qe+1&1
q&1
&rqe&l+1
q l&1
q&1
=r
qe&l+1&1
q&1
.
Thus
qe&ql&1
qe&l+1&1
q&1
=qe&l+ } } } +1.
As e>l&1 and q>2, this inequality is impossible (when q=2, it holds
with l=1). Hence there is no a for which a | J is not in D, and D is a direct
summand. K
We can now give a characterization of certain codes for which equality
holds in inequality (7) of the preceding section, under the restriction that q>2.
Theorem 7.1. Let C be an [n, k]q code with nonzero codeword weights
among the multiples 2, 22, ..., m2 of the divisor 2=rqe, where q does not
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divide r and q>2. Suppose that equality holds in (7): kv(q)=m(v(q)+v(2));
but suppose too that m<qpv(2). Then p does not divide r, and C is equivalent
to the direct sum of m copies of C(2) ( perhaps with extra 0 coordinates).
Proof. Delete 0 coordinates if they occur, and induct on m. When m=1,
kv(q)=v(q)+v(2), so that v(q) | v(2), forcing v(r)=0. Then k=e+1, and the
constant weight code C must be equivalent to C(2), by Bonisoli’s theorem
[3]. Now take m>1. To begin with, C contains a word of weight 2. For
if not, the divisible code bound implies that
kv(q)(m&1)(v(q)+v(2))+v \\ mm&1++ ;
that is,
v(q)+v(2)v(m).
But this contradicts the restriction on m. Thus let J be the support of a
word of weight 2 in C. Then as in the proof of Proposition 7.1, the possible
weights of nonzero words in C | J are 2 and (q&1) 2q (=(q&1) rqe&1).
Therefore C | J once shortened is a constant weight code. As qe&1 is the
highest power of q dividing its nonzero word weights, the parameter rela-
tions indicated at the end of Section 3 imply that the dimension of this
shortened code is at most e. Hence dim(C | J)e+1v(2)v(q)+1. It
follows that dim(C(0  J))k&v(2)v(q)&1, so that
dim(C(0  J)) v(q)kv(q)&v(q)&v(2)=(m&1)(v(q)+v(2)).
The nonzero codeword weights of C(0  J) must be in the range 2, 22, ...,
(m&1) 2, since adding the word of weight 2 supported on J to a word in
C(0  J) increases the weight of that word. By (7),
dim(C(0  J)) v(q)(m&1)(v(q)+v(2)).
This and the previous inequality imply that C(0  J) also satisfies (7) with
equality. At this point, we have v(q) dividing both mv(2) and (m&1) v(2),
so that v(q) | v(2) and again v(r)=0. By induction, C(0  J) is equivalent
to the direct sum of m&1 copies of C(2). Let D be one of the correspond-
ing summands in C(0  J). Then by Proposition 7.1, D is a direct summand
of C, and a complementary summand also gives equality in (7), just as
C(0  J) did. Thus the complement, and hence C itself, is equivalent to the
direct sum of copies of C(2). K
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8. TYPE I SELF-DUAL CODES
One motivation for the divisible code bound was the search for improvements
of the upper bounds then known on minimum weights for self-dual codes
of type I. These are binary self-dual codes whose codeword weights are
divisible by 2 but not necessarily by 4. (The binary codes listed as type I
in the original GleasonPierce theorem are required merely to be formally
self-dual, that is, to have the same weight enumerators as their duals.) If C
is an [n, n2, d]2 type I self-dual code, the divisible code bound may be
applied to the subcode C0 consisting of the codewords of C whose weights
are divisible by 4. This application leads to the inequality
d
n
6
+O(log2 n).
The most recent bound, due to Rains [10], shows that the term O(log2 n)
can effectively be removed:
d4 _ n24&+4,
except for n#22 (mod 24), when the bound is 4[ n24]+6. The proof uses
linear programming, and the paper [10] cited mentions that feasible
weight enumerators of codes meeting the bound with 8n200 have been
discovered. Rains outlines the progression of bounds for type I codes over
the years; further details appear in the comprehensive survey by Rains and
Sloane [11].
Even though the divisible code bound has played only a transitional role
in this development of bounds, it supplies a little extra information when
n#2, 6, or 10 (mod 24). Codes exist for n=2 and n=6, but not for n=10.
Let n=24t+2+4r, with r=0, 1, or 2, and t>0. Then if the type I self-
dual code C meets the Rains bound, C0 is an [n, n2&1, 4t+4]2 code with
weights in the range 4t+4, ..., 20t+4r&4. For the divisible code bound
applied to C0 , m=4t+r&1 and b=5t+r&1. The bound becomes
k=12t+2r3(4t+r&1)+v \\5t+r&14t+r&1++ ;
that is,
3r+v \\5t+r&1t ++ .
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This inequality rules out the following values of n below 200: 26, 30, 50, 54,
58, 74, 78, 98, 102, 106, 126, 146, 150, 154, 194, 198. The exclusions of 26
and 30 (as well as of 34, which the inequality would allow) were known
earlier; a table and references appear in [5].
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